
Lizards of Anderson County, TN 
Lizards are extraordinary gifts of nature. World-wide there are close to 6,000 species. The United States 
is home to more than100 native species, along with many exotic species that have become 
established, especially in Florida. Tennessee has 9 species, 6 of which are listed for Anderson County. 
Some are fairly widespread and easy to observe, such as the Common Five-lined Skink below. 
Unfortunately, the liberal use of pesticides, combined with predation by free roaming house cats have 
taken a heavy toll on our lizard populations. Most lizards are insect eating machines and their 
ecological services should be promoted through backyard and schoolyard wildlife habitat projects. 
Lizard watching is great fun, and over time, observers can gain interesting insights into lizard behavior. 
Your backyard may be a good place to start your lizarding career. This guide will be helpful for 
identifying our local lizards and will also provide you with examples of lizard behaviors to observe. 
Some species must be captured—this can be challenging—to insure accurate identification.  

Please see the back page for more resources. 

Lizard watching, often referred to as lizarding,  
will likely never be as popular as bird watching 
(birding), but there is an advantage to being a 
“lizarder.” Unlike birders, you don’t need to be an 
early riser. Bright sunny days with warm 
temperatures are the keys for successful lizarding, 
but like birding, close-up binoculars are helpful. A 
lizard’s life centers around three performance 
activities: 1) avoiding predators, 2) feeding, and   
3) reproduction. Lizard performance is all about 
optimal body temperature. A cold lizard is in a 
“bad way” with respect to finding food, not 
becoming food, and acquiring a mate. The three 
performance activities listed above will help guide 
your thinking about the situations in which a 
behavior is performed and why the behavior is 
carried out. The Common Five-lined Skink on the 
left is basking in the sun. Basking is a necessary 
behavior for lizards because of the need to 
maintain a high a body temperature. Like other 
reptiles, lizards are ectotherms—their body 
temperature is largely determined by their 
environment. But the temperature of a basking 
lizard may rise above 90° F—not exactly “cold 
blooded.” A lizard sunning itself in the open is in 
danger of attack by a predator. This is known as a 
behavior trade-off—the need to bask versus being 
exposed to predators.  
A good way to start your lizarding career is by 
observing basking behavior. What is its body 
position when sunning, and how long does it 
bask? How close can you approach before it 
flees? Does it always use the same escape route? 
Does the lizard return to the same basking site 
after being disturbed? Think of other questions 
and ways to quantify your observations. 

Common Five-Lined Skink 
basking on a fence post 

Lizarding 
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Family Scincidae—Skinks (four species listed in Anderson County) 

Skinks in our area are commonly referred to as “blue-tailed lizards,” which is much more suitable than the 
misleading name “blue-tailed scorpions“ sometimes applied to members of this group. There are no 
venomous lizards in the Southeast and as shown above, most have teeth too small to puncture human skin. 
Biting is a common form of defense, but it may also be used in courtship behavior. Unlike snakes, lizards 
have ear openings and most species (but not all) have eyelids. Interestingly, the lower eyelid moves up and 
down rather than the upper one as is the case in most animals. Some species, like the Little Brown Skink 
(page 5), have a clear scale in the eyelid. This “window” allows them to see even when the eyes are closed. 
The bodies of skinks are covered with smooth, overlapping scales which make them look shiny. In three of 
our four local skink species, the youngsters have bold stripes and showy blue tails which fade in color as 
they age. Adult males of the Common Five-lined Skink, Southeastern Five-lined Skink, and the Broad-headed 
skink are slightly larger than females and have brightly colored heads during breeding season.  

A male Common Five-lined Skink  
using biting as a defensive behavior 

Ear Opening 

Broad-headed Skink 

The Hulk-like Broad-headed Skink can grow up to a foot long, and seeing a large male in breeding condition 
is an impressive sight. They are often observed on trees in open forests, but may also be found around out 
buildings and houses. The males are slightly larger than the females and have noticeably larger heads. Their 
enlarged reddish-orange heads are especially impressive during the spring breeding season. Youngsters have 
five narrow cream to orange stripes on a dark background. Their tails are blue, but fade in color as they 
mature. Adult females retain some of their youthful stripes, but males, as seen above, turn solid brown with 
age. Females lay 6 to 16 eggs in June and care for them until hatching. Prey items include insects, pill bugs, 
spiders, and other lizards. You will be unable to distinguish small Broad-headed Skinks from Common Five-
lined and Southeastern Five-lined Skinks unless you capture the lizard. If you have the lizard in hand, refer to 
the diagrams on page 4 in order to identify the species. This species is seemingly rare in Anderson County. 

A male Broad-headed Skink in 
breeding condition 
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Common Five-lined Skink and Southeastern Five-lined Skink 

Both the Common Five-lined skink and Southeastern Five-lined Skink are listed for our area, but more 
research is needed to determine their distribution patterns. You will need to have the lizard in hand in order 
to identify the species (page 4). These are medium-sized (~6-8in.) lizards with 5 white to yellowish stripes 
and a beautiful blue tail. A lot of energy goes into tail growth and re-growth if they lose their tails. Our 
understanding of the various functions of tails is still incomplete, but the information below may help with 
your observations. Both the stripes and tail color fade with age. As shown on page 2, the male’s head is 
reddish orange during breeding season. Females of both species stay with their 4 to 15 eggs which they lay 
between April and July. The eggs hatch after 4 to 8 weeks. Skinks dine on a variety of invertebrates including 
insects and spiders. Attracting skinks (page 8) to your yard is a far healthier strategy for controlling potential 
“pests” than spraying poisons around your home. Your kids or grandkids can enjoy the challenge of trying to 
capture and identify them to species, or observe their behavior without being subjected to toxic chemicals.  

The female skink below was found curled around her eggs 
under a board. It is unknown if there was any interaction 

between her and the scorpion seen next to her.   

Eggs 

Female bulging 
with eggs 

Lizard Tails  
All lizards in our area can drop their tails when attacked by a 
predator. A wiggling tail is hopefully all the predator is left with 
while the lizard escapes. It is easy to see how a predator might 
be attracted to the bright blue tail of a skink. You can observe 
young skinks repeatedly wiggling their showy tail as they forage 
through leaves looking for insects. It has also been suggested 
that the blue tail may be a warning to predators that skinks taste 
bad, but this hypothesis has yet to be verified. Tail loss may save 
a lizard’s life, but it also seriously handicaps them in several 
ways. The tail stores fat, thus helping the lizard survive when food 
sources are scarce. The normal growth of a tailless lizard is 
interrupted and juveniles may stop growing altogether while their 
tail is regenerating. Adults missing a tail have compromised 
reproductive success. It has also been shown that tailless lizards 
have balance problems, resulting in reduced climbing and 
running ability, thus making them more susceptible to predators.     

Blue tail of  
young skink 
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Is it a Common Five-lined, a Southeastern Five-lined, or Broad-headed Skink? 

Broad-headed and  
Common Five-lined Skinks 
have an enlarged middle 

row of scales on the      
underside of tail—  

see diagrams on right. Middle row of scales not 
noticeably larger than other 
scales on Southeastern Five-

lined Skink 

If the middle row of scales is wider than the adjacent scales you will need to look at the head diagrams 
below in order to determine if you have a Broad-headed Skink or Common Five-lined Skink. 

The Common Five-lined Skink 
typically has 4 upper lip scales 

(stippled) in front of the scale below 
the eye. It also has two extra scales 

in front of the ear opening. 

Ear opening 

Common Five-lined Skink 

4 upper lip scales 

2 extra scales in front of ear opening 

The Broad-headed Skink normally 
has 5 upper lip scales (stippled) in 
front of the scale below the eye. 

Broad-headed Skink 

Ear opening 

5 upper lip scales 

Southeastern Five-lined Skink Broad-headed and Common Five-lined Skink 

Underside of 
Tail 

Underside of Tail 

Artwork by Minju Jung 

Middle row of scales 
noticeably wider on  

Broad-headed Skink and 
Common Five-lined Skink 

It should be fairly easy to identify a large adult male Broad-headed Skink without capturing it, especially 
if it is in breeding condition. But if the skink is small to medium size you will need to have it in hand to 
determine if it is a Common Five-lined Skink, Southeastern Five-lined Skink, or a Broad-headed Skink. 
The diagrams below will show you what to look for in order to distinguish the three species. Although we 
have captured the Broad-headed Skink and Southeastern Five-lined Skink in nearby counties, we have 
never observed them in Anderson County. Furthermore, we know of only one documented record for 
these two species in our county. Anyone finding a Southeastern Five-lined or Broad-headed Skink in 
Anderson County is encouraged to record the GPS, take close-up photographs of the side of the head 
and under the tail if possible, and contact CRESO at creso@cresosnake.com. 
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Females lay 1 to 7 eggs in rotting wood, vegetation, or moist soil. The females may lay eggs several times 
during the course of the summer. Unlike the other skinks in our area, the females do not stay with their 
eggs. Little Brown Skinks eat a wide variety of invertebrates, ranging from termites and roaches to spiders 
and millipedes. In turn, they are food for a host of predators, including many species of snakes, birds, small 
mammals, and even wolf spiders are known to feed on them. This species is still common in our area. 

Dark stripe on  
each side 

True to their name, Little Brown Skinks 
are the smallest lizards (< 2 inches) in our 
area. There is a wide brown band down 
the back which is bordered on each side 
by darker stripes. As shown in the 
photograph, they have a long tail for 
their size, but they never have blue tails 
like the other skinks in our area. Little 
Brown Skinks are ground lovers and 
unlike our other skink species, we have 
never observed one run up a shrub or 
tree when trying to escape. Look for 
them in leaf litter and under boards or 
metal at the edge of open fields. Their 
long tail and body movements make 
them appear to “swim” through the 
leaves as they flee from danger. Mating 
occurs in early spring through August.  

Little Brown Skink or Ground Skink 

Racerunners are fast, medium sized (8 inches) 
lizards having six distinct yellow stripes on the 
sides and a dull brownish stripe down the center 
of their back. Their scales are weakly coarse—
not smooth and shiny like skinks. Males have a 
bluish tint under the chin and on the belly which 
darkens during mating season. Mating occurs in 
the spring and females normally lay 2 to 8 eggs 
in loose soil. The females do not guard the eggs.  
Adults use their explosive speed to escape 
predators, but it does not always work. We once 
saw a Northern Black Racer snake grab an 
unsuspecting Six-lined Racerunner while it was 
sunning. Additional  predators include other 
snake species, several bird species, glass lizards, 
and fire ants. Introduced fire ants are a serious 
threat to local amphibians and reptiles. They not 
only compete for food resources (e.g., insects), 
but also eat the eggs and young. Every effort 
should be made to eliminate fire ant nests. 
Racerunners feed on a wide variety of arthropods, including termites, beetles, and spiders. The status of the 
Six-Lined Racerunner in our area is unclear because of their patchy habitat preference. They favor sunny 
disturbed areas with loose soil and rocks. We sometimes observe them in open areas under power-lines 
having exposed soil and rocks. Look for them scurrying across back roads in the heat of the day. 

Family Teiidae— Six-lined Racerunner 

Brownish stripe on 
middle of back 
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Family Phrynosomatidae—Eastern Fence Lizard 
Female Eastern 

Fence Lizard  
basking on a 

brick wall 

Eastern Fence Lizards are medium-sized (7 inches) 
prehistoric looking critters having keeled scales, each tipped 
with a small spine. Unlike the shiny, smooth scales of 
skinks, the spiny scales of fence lizards make them look 
rough and feel coarse to the touch. They regularly bask on 
fence posts, brick walls, and the sides of trees. Their color 
and texture camouflage them on certain backgrounds such 
as pine trees (above). Adult males are normally brownish in 
color with bright blue patches bordered by black under the 
neck and along the sides. Juveniles and adult females are 
usually more grayish and have a moderate to bold pattern 
of wavy bands across the back. Adult females may also have 
some blue under the throat and sides of belly, but the 
amount and intensity is noticeably less than on the males. 
The males defend their territory and advertise to potential 
mates by using head bobbing and pushups (page 8) which 
reveals the bold colors under their throat and sides of belly. 
Females lay 6 to 15 eggs in loose soil, rotting logs, or 
sawdust piles. Fence Lizards, unlike most skinks, provide no 
parental care for their eggs. Fence Lizards dine on a variety 
of invertebrates including insects, spiders, snails, and 
millipedes. In turn they are eaten by many kinds of snakes, 
birds, and mammals—especially free roaming cats. Fence 
Lizards are still fairly common in Anderson County. This is 
an excellent species for observing territorial behaviors. 

Eastern Fence Lizards 
may go unnoticed while basking 
on pine trees or old fence posts  

Male Fence Lizards have bright blue 
patches bordered by black on their  

underside. Females have small amounts 
of blue, but noticeably less than males.  
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Three Species to Watch For: Mediterranean Gecko, Green Anole, and Slender Glass Lizard 

The Southeastern states are home 
to at least 40 introduced species 
of lizards. Most of these exotic 
species are restricted to Florida, 
but a few, like the Mediterranean 
Gecko have greatly expanded 
their range. This worldly traveler 
was first discovered in Florida in 
1910. They are native to southern 
Europe and the Mediterranean 
regions, but can now be found 
throughout the Southeast. The 
individual in the photograph 

above was found in Knox County on a light pole in the Karns 
community. Adults are 4 to 5 inches long, and have a pinkish 
to white semi-transparent body. The body is covered with 
small bumps (tubercles), and like many geckos, eyelids are 
absent. They are active on warm nights around lights that 
attract insects. Be sure to watch for these geckos during 
summer evenings around well lit areas. The Mediterranean 
Gecko does not appear to be a major competitor with our 
native lizards. But many other introduced species in the 
Southeast are a serious threat to the long-term survival of 
native lizards.  Releasing any pet reptile, native or exotic,  
back into the wild after it has been in captivity is unwise. 

Slender Glass Lizards have been found in several surrounding counties (Knox, Roane, and Morgan), but have 
yet to be discovered in Anderson. These native legless lizards look like snakes, but unlike snakes, they have 
ear openings. There is usually a stripe down the middle of the back, and dark stripes on the sides. Older 
males, like the one above, will develop a speckled “salt-and-pepper” pattern on their backs. Glass Lizards 
eat a variety of invertebrates, along with small reptiles and mammals. They quickly drop their tail—hence 
the “glass” reference—when threatened. The tail may break into several wiggling pieces. An interesting 
lizard myth is that the tail segments keep on wiggling until dark, at which time they come together and 
rejoin the body. We have even heard that a chopped-up Glass Lizard can rejoin its severed parts and make 
itself whole again. We once picked up a Black Kingsnake in Morgan County which unexpectedly regurgitated 
a freshly eaten Slender Glass Lizard. For snake and lizard researchers, a regurgitated food item reveals 
important information about diet, but for the snake, throwing up a hard earned meal is energetically costly. 
It is obviously worth the cost if a predator is distracted by the stinking, half digested prey. Please contact 
CRESO (creso@cresosnake.com) if you find any of the three species above in our county. 

Green Anoles are medium-sized lizards (7 
inches), and are familiar to most people that 
live in the more southern states. They are 
also found in Tennessee, including Sevier, 
Blount, and Monroe Counties among others. 
This species may eventually be found in our 
area. It is not uncommon for humans —
especially curious kids — to capture Anoles 
in one area and later release them some 
place else. Anoles are great fun to observe 
and catch, but it is best to leave them where 
they were found. Both sexes have a pink to 
reddish dewlap (a fanlike flap of skin under 
the throat), but the male’s is much larger and 
more impressive. They display their dewlaps 
to show territorial aggression toward other 
anoles and sometimes humans trying to 
photograph them. Males also use their large 
dewlaps during courtship to demonstrate 
their fitness to prospective mates—kind of 
like male humans driving large red 
convertibles. Females lay one egg in loose, 
moist soil at two week intervals throughout 
the summer. Many of the lizard behaviors 
described on the back page can be observed 
by patiently watching Green Anoles.  

Mediterranean Gecko 

No Eyelids 

Slender Glass Lizard 

Green Anole 

Photo by Floyd Scott 
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Family Scincidae 

Common Five-lined Skink (Plestiodon fasciatus) 

Southeastern Five-lined Skink (Plestiodon inexpectatus) 

Broad-headed Skink (Plestiodon laticeps) 

Little Brown Skink (Scincella lateralis) 

Family Phrynosomatidae 

Eastern Fence Lizard (Sceloporus undulatus) 

Family Teiidae 

Six-lined Racerunner (Aspidoscelis sexlineata) 

Lizard Habitat and Behaviors  

In the photo above a CRESO research student (Cole) is building a lizard 
friendly habitat. All it takes are some rocks (recycled concrete works fine) 
stacked in a sunny area. Add some old fence posts to enhance the rocks 
and provide basking alternatives. A border of native plants will attract food 
sources and adds another layer of observational opportunities. Insect 
pollination and feeding strategies are as interesting as lizard watching! 

The behaviors listed below will help kick-start your lizarding career. They 
are based on multiple species, thus certain ones may not apply to the 
species you are observing. Identifying the behavior is fun, but deciphering 
and understanding the context of the behavior and why it is performed is 
serious science. Many behaviors are energy expensive, and some may be in 
direct conflict with one another. For example, using a showy dewlap to 
impress a potential mate may also alert a predator to the lizard’s position. 
Is it better to impress the female or lay low and decrease the risk of being 
eaten? That is a real conflict! Comprehending the selective advantages of  
behaviors and their trade-offs requires diligent observation and creative 
experimental design under both natural and laboratory conditions.  

Specific Behaviors to Look For  

 Dewlap Display - loose skin under the throat is puffed-out  

 Head Bobbing - up and down movement of the head  

 Pushups - legs are used to move body up and down 

 Inflating - puffing-up body or throat 

 Arching Back - back is raised up and sides may be sucked in 

 Mouth Gaping - mouth is held open as lizard orients in a particular 
direction 

 Chasing - one lizard 
chases another 

 Lunge - a quick move 
toward another 
animal 

 Biting - when a lizard 
uses the mouth to 
grasp another animal 

 Tail Raise - when base 
of tail is raised 

 

Web Resources: 
Clinch River Environmental  

Studies Organization 
(http://www.cresosnake.com) 

Tennessee Watchable Wildlife  
(http://

www.tnwatchablewildlife.org/
reptiles.cfm) 

Atlas of Reptiles in Tennessee 
(http://www.apsubiology.org/

tnreptileatlas) 

Tennessee Reptiles  
and Amphibians 

(http://www.herpetology.us/
tnherps) 

Book Resources: 

The Reptiles of Tennessee by Matt 
Niemiller, Graham Reynolds, and 
Brian Miller (2013) 

Lizards and Crocodilians of the 
Southeast by Whit Gibbons, Judy 
Greene, and Tony Mills (2009) 

Lizards –Windows to the Evolution 
of Diversity by  Eric Pianka and   
Laurie Vitt (2003) 

Anderson County Lizards 

Editors John Byrd and Kristie Fox(2017) 
Clinch River Environmental Studies 

Organization (CRESO); a field research 
program for middle and high school 

students and teachers. Photos taken by 
CRESO staff or students unless other-

wise noted. This publication made  
possible by a grant from the D.O.E. 

Environmental Management Division. 


